BeeIN Industrial Turnkey Projects

BeeIN Solution Description

Smart Factory Digital Transformation
Benefits:
• Higher revenue
through better
customer service: e.g.
short delivery times &
increased flexibility
• Lower cost through
better planning and
increased operational
efficiencies and energy
management

• Lower risk of

production disruptions
through robust
SLAs and ability to
perform predictive
maintenance

• Extensible to unlock
e.g. advanced AI
powered analytics,
AGVs, deep learning
machine vision for
visual inspection, ...

C level decision makers and operational managers in manufacturing businesses are acutely aware
of the need for prudent technology investments that will protect tomorrow’s competitiveness and
sustainability. Besides equipment and machines, these investments nowadays require also their digital
twins, demanding an ever tighter connectedness and integration between the OT and IT infrastructure
and systems.
the key ingredients of BeeIN’s specialist people
and processes when we assist our customers
with building a better digital infrastructure and
subsequently keep it running smoothly.

How to make the best investment decisions, what
is the return on investment and how to set-up key
operational aspects and continuity of a future
fully digitally transformed enterprise are just a few
things that are on the mind of the forward-looking
executive. BeeIN is the innovating operator that
wants to be a partner on this journey on every step
of the path.

Very important to a fast start is domain language.
We prefer to speak the customer’s language when
discussing factory process improvements, not the
technical lingo of telecommunication ICT, OT or
IT.

TOWARDS A FASTER FACTORY

Yes, a process digital twin of a manufacturing
facility is a very software intensive system, but it
only achieves its goal of better scheduling when

Speed and flexibility are the key properties of the
digitally transformed factory and these are also
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Why BeeIN:
• Expert management
consultants, but faster
and with skin in the
game (our SLA).
• Connectivity, IT and OT
experts, speaking your
domain language
• With strong technology
partners we design and
deliver turnkey projects
• We bring together all
elements for successful
digital transformation
and operation: digital
twin technology, IT/
OT integration and SLA
backed connectivity

it accurately maps on the shop floor’s reality, which
requires a mutual understanding of the Digital
Twin’s purpose and required input data and the way
it synchronizes and coordinates the operations on
the lines.

PRIVATE CELLULAR
NETWORK

resources setting up multiple Service Level
Agreements, the result of which is not always
the most optimal and well-balanced mitigation
against unplanned downtime. Possessing a lot
of experience with ICT SLAs, BeeIN is able to offer

CAMPUS

The domains of OT and IT are merging from a user’s
perspective, and a similar trend is happening in
connectivity: it becomes fully transparent to the
user how a machine or device should be securely
communicating to cloud-based software systems:
wired or wireless is now a flexible choice, not
something dictated by system architecture, security
or reliability considerations. At BeeIN we firmly
believe that LTE and 5G based private campus
networks are the only real answer to the secure
and reliable and flexible connectivity needs that
industrial facilities have and so we specialize in

5G brings the power of the cloud to the
edge of the network, where it is most
needed to synchronize the digital twin
building these networks, at any scale required.
From one base station up to nationwide.

Let’s grow manufacturing in the region
through higher productivity, higher
digitalization and minimal waste...

comprehensive SLAs that cover more then a narrow
technology domain and bring together IT, OT and
ICT permanence and support in a single Network
Operating and Security Centre (NOC/SOC).

HOW TO GET STARTED
In our experience a good start is to think where you
lack data in the current production or warehousing
processes that keep you from becoming hyperefficient.
Then simply book a meeting with us and together
we will draft a pragmatic approach that covers both
your long term aspirations as well as tangible action
in the form of a pilot project. We prefer practice over
preaching.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SLA
Manufacturers have multiple technology suppliers
and hence have to spend precious time and
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